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MYT accounting tools allow small businesses, freelancers and accountants to handle accounts 
easily and improve financial performance year on year.

Welcome to MYT



Unshackle yourself from the office with MYT Online
With MYT Online, your company benefits from a range of accounting tools 
to help your business run smoothly and continuously.

Real time accounting
Data is updaData is updated in real-time so you and your client no longer need to 
swap files back and forth. By integrating MYT with your own system you 
can validate and verify all transactions, instantly.

'Work-From-Anywhere’ (WFA) with MYT Online
Access your client data at any time and from any device, whether in the 
office or on your phone.

Real-time collaboration
YYou and your client can both have access to the same set of books at the 
same time, working together to run their business.

Acquiring greater insight
YYou will have more time and resources to evaluate your client’s data, using 
MYT’s structured accountancy, data management, and optimization and 
analysis tools. Because MYT can manage vast amounts of electronic data, 
you can analyze the information in your own financial systems to inform 
decisions regarding business development.

Manual data entry is a thing of the past
MYT enables you to import and manage all your client's banking and 
credit card transactions for digital storage.

Photographing receipts 
Your client can use their phone to take a photo of a receipt and attach it 
to any transaction,  so you can maintain an up-to-date view of their
eexpenses.

Keep tabs on your client's finances
Using MYT to track your client's income and expenses, in real-time and 
all in one place, you’ll find it easy to generate the necessary documents 
for their tax return.

Clients can share their financial information 
Your clients can share sensitive documents and give access to their
aaccounts so that you can give them informed advice and resolve their 
problems.

Financial business overview
With more than 65 built-in reports, including accountant-specific data, 
MYT can analyze your client’s financial situation so you can advise them 
appropriately.

Connect to mobile apps
Be Be tech-savvy with MYT by accessing files, documents and financial
reports through a mobile app.

WHY PARTNER IN MYT

LABOUR SAVING FEATURES

“
“MYT has enabled us to innovate and regenerate our business much 
more adeptly and at a lightning-fast speed. Since investing in MYT's
accounting tools, we've brought in an additional 30% new clients.”
 - Paula Stella - BBSA

90% OFF MYT FOR 12 MONTHS

Software for Accountants and BookkeepersThe leading online AI accounting software provider – no complicated 
menus or intimidating features, easy organisation of daily transactions, 
tracking of expenses and income, reconciliation of bank accounts,       
storage of digital copies of invoices, coupons and documents etc., and
an efficient and effective system of AI analytics.

TThousands of registered subscribers – MYT create a unique and personalized 
experience, whilst ensuring all accounting processes are handled       
professionally and courteously.

It’s the top-ranking mobile app for accounting software, with a 4.9      
average rating – responsive to its users, MYT sees enthusiastic reviews 
and constant downloads.



SEE WHAT SMALL BUSINESSES ARE
ALREADY SAYING ABOUT MYT

LEARN MORE ABOUT JOINING US 
AS A PARTNER

“
MYT allows me the opportunity to view multiple financial
documents all at the same time which makes it easier to control my
client's financial affairs. 
- Mike Watkins

MYT helps me with my cash flow as I now have an efficient
iinvoicing system in place. I can also manage my finances anytime 
and anywhere in the world.
- Sarah Goodhart

I can track my expenses easily and quickly and MYT lets me know 
how my business is doing.
- Peter Davies

Want to learn more 
about joining us as a 

partner?
Get in touch today
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+44 20 3559 9595
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Always up-to-date
You’re always using the latest version with automatic updates, keeping 
you up-to-date with the latest tax and other regulations.

Always secure
All personal data is safe with us: our security system matches those of
internet banking services.

AAlways backed up
No need to lose sleep worrying that you’ll lose data if your computer 
crashes – we’ll have a copy.

Always accessible
Log in from any place, at any time, from your computer, mobile phone
or tablet.


